EQUITY | PORTAL
"Private Equity Investing; now Public."
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NOW ANYONE CAN
INVEST IN PRIVATE
EQUITY.
equityportal.com is a private equity marketplace
that raises money for small businesses or
entrepreneurs looking to buy businesses in noncyclical industries. Equity Portal's goal is to acquire
the businesses it lists at low multiples, roll them up,
and operate or sell at a higher multiple.
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Equity Portal is a FINRA & SEC Approved
Funding Portal since 01/28/21

1.
2.

Retail investors can invest between $2,200 and
$107,000 annually (depending on income level or
net worth).

3.

Accredited investors can now invest as much
as they desire (if it does not exceed the $5
million total campaign limit).

150
USD (Billions)

Companies raising money through
regulation crowdfunding (US Framework
for crowdfunding) can now raise up to $5
million annually; compared to the
previous $1.07 million limit.

Annual Growth Rate = 6.7%
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DOWNWARD PRESSURE ON BUSSINESS OWNERS
IS FORCING OWNERS TO SELL FOR LOW MULTIPLES

The great dilemma:
Boomers have no money saved up
for retirement.

BOOMERS OWN

41%
of small businesses
in the US

Do I sell my business or pass it on
to a successor?

45%

Boomer business owners do not
have a specific transition plan.
47%

The main reason is that they enjoy
running their company.

Boomer retirement
has increased by 213% year over
year due to COVID-19.

78%

Small business owners plan to
transfer the company to family.
39%

More businesses are for
sale because
millennials are not interested in
running the family business.
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Market Size
Crowdfunding Platform

$18.0 T
TOTAL US M&A SALES VOLUME (2020)

Total Users

70,000,000+
gofundme.com

$17.5 B
TOTAL US LOWER MARKET M&A SALES VOLUME (2020)

Total Users

1,000,000+

realeconomy.com
bloomgerglaw.com
buybizsell.com

republic.co

$547 M
TOTAL FL LOWER MARKET M&A SALES VOLUME (2020)
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PROBLEMS
FOR BUSINESSES

It has become more difficult for small private businesses to access capital.

Banks

Customers

Exit Strategies

Control

have tightened loan
standards, making it
extremely difficult for
small businesses to
continue operating.

have become harder to
attract and retain with
the current social
restrictions and
regulations.

are not considered by
boomers who own
private small businesses
because they enjoy
running their business.

is lost during an
institutional investment.
Businesses must sell high
amounts of equity to gain
investments.
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SOLUTION
A marketplace where businesses sell everyday investors equity to:
EXIT
Equity Portal provides business owners an alternative
exit strategy to traditional Private Equity.

RETAIN CONTROL
The equity sold will be held by thousands of
individuals each holding fractional percentages.

GAIN CASH
Infuse cash into their businesses without institutional
bank loan obligations (interest).

GENERATE GROWTH
If thousands are now invested in the business, its
brand recognition and network grow.
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PROBLEMS
FOR USERS

Retail Investors are unable to invest in high-quality private companies.

Investing

Price

Risk

Access

is rigged against retail
investors. Unlike other
trading platforms, we
will never restrict any
securities trading.

is a major concern for
small-time retail
investors. Large funds
require larger minimum
investment amounts.

of not diversifying a
portfolio is high. Retail
Investors should have
access to Private Equity
as a portfolio strategy.

is limited: there is no
direct way for retail
investors to invest in their
communities or Private
Equity deals.
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SOLUTION
A crowdfunding platform where retail investors can:

INVEST IN COMMUNITY BUSINESSES
Our businesses are strongly engrained in their
communities and typically make $10m or less annually.

DIVERSIFY RISK THROUGH ALTERNATIVE ASSETS
We list companies that have long track records in
industries that have historical default rates of around 4%.

EXPERIENCE PRIVATE EQUITY RETURNS
Our listings have 14-33% target IRR's and investors
can purchase them for as little as $10.
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Target Industries
Plumbing & Septic

Pest Control

Staffing Agencies

Medical & Dental Practices

HVAC

Landscaping

Non-cyclical and
non-discretionary

Eternally Profitable/Long
track records

High Profit
Margins

We list businesses in
industries that do well
regardless of how the
overall economy is doing,
and are essential to
societal function.

With an approximately 4%
annual default rate in target
industries (bankruptcies),
these businesses offer
investors significant, riskadjusted returns.

Businesses with earnings
under $10 million
generally trade at 3-7x
EBITDA meaning 14-33%
unlevered cash flow
yields.
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OUR SECRET SAUCE
Once a company lists on our platform, Equity
Portal has the right of first refusal on any
equity sales from shareholders.
The right of first refusal creates a scenario where
Equity Portal can choose to acquire companies at
scale if they are performing and have roll-up
synergies with our other listings. It also allows us to
“sit” on these businesses until we establish a rollup
scenario.
Giving people the power to invest in the growth of
their community will drive investments. Community
investing will reinvigorate locally owned businesses.
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Competitive Analysis
Industry Competitors

High Yield

It is extremely important to
note that none of these are
direct competitors. There are
no other crowdfunding portals
focused on listing stable, noncyclical businesses. Our closest
competitors are lower market
private equity shops.

High Risk

Low Risk

Low Yield
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Parnterships

We are partnering with Transworld
and Quantum to raise money for
established businesses and
entrepreneurs who would like to
purchase established businesses.
We will partner with HCGV for real
estate and nightlife listings. HCFP
will use Equity Portal as a stepping
stone for Reg A/A+ and IPO for their
portfolio holdings.

Largest Brokerage in the World

Real Estate focused Investment Fund

CEO sits on our Board of Advisors

Letter of Intent secured

South Florida based Brokerage

Broker-Dealer & Investment Fund

Letter of Intent secured

Letter of Intent secured
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BRINGING EQUITY PORTAL TO THE MARKET
HENRY

(High Earner Not Rich Yet)
HENRY's are typically between the
ages of 22-35. By establishing a
relationship early on, we will create
a long-lasting effect as their wealth
increases.

6%
of Capital Raised

4%
of Equity Sold

DINK

Customer Acquisition
- Free equity in a company when signing
up
- Waitlist pre-launch to create hype

Social Media
- Instagram Finance Pages Promotions
- Tik Tok Finance Influencers
- Clubhouse room chats

(Double Income, No Kids)
DINK's are typically between the
age of 25-50. They have a higher
disposable income because their
expenditure does not include kids.

Referrals

2.98x
Lifetime Value Profitability

- College Ambassadors: Beta testing and
referral rewards
- Users: Free equity in a company when
giving a referral
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Initial Raise
$3,500,000
SAFE with a 10% Discount

$170,000

$50,000

2 FOUNDER SALARIES

LEGAL AGREEMENTS

$305,000

$335,000

BROKER DEALER CREATION

SALARIES

$70,000
SUBSCRIPTIONS

$100,000
HEALTHCARE

$425,000
DEVELOPER TEAM

$400,000
MARKETING BUDGET
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Next Steps

Y!
F
I
S
R
DIVE

Public Securities Trading &
Public + Private Tailored Portfolios

Public + Private Risk Tailored Portfolios
Our next step is to offer our users fee-free public security trading. Eventually, we hope to add
a tailored AI Public + Private portfolio. By doing this, we would offer an incredibly diversified
portfolio to our users, which reduces their risk of investing.

Break-Even
Our goal is to be profitable by year 2 of operation and
we have calculated that with around 33 businesses
listed, we will begin to break even. This financial model
does not include Private Equity rollups or Live-Stock
trading.

USD (Millions)
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OUR FOUNDERS

JONATHAN FARCHI-SEGAL

MATEO PUGLIESE-BASSI

Chief Executive Officer

Chief Operations Officer

Creative thinker with a love for
great cuisine and scuba diving.

Type A Go-getter with a
passion for music and Malbec.

jonathan@equityportal.com

mateo@equityportal.com

(305) 360-6508

(786) 274-9634
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OUR BOARD

Joshua Breakstone

German Pugliese-Bassi

Founder of CrediJusto
Fintech Entrepreneur

Co-Founder of Technisys
Fintech Pioneer

Coppy Holzman
Founder of Charity Buzz
(Acquired by Todd Wagner)

Andrew Cagnetta
CEO of Transworld
Business Brokerage

Adrienne Burke
SVP of Wealth Management
at People's United Bank
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Contact Us:
(305) 360-6508
info@equityportal.com
equityportal.com

THANK YOU

Appendix

OUR STRATEGY

SOURCING
Source companies within our target
industries that have rollup potential.

LOW RISK
Reserve the right to rollup these
companies without initially
investing ourselves. Instead we use
the crowd to mitigate financial risk.

GROWTH
Monitor businesses after their
crowdfunding campaigns to see if
they reach a point where we can
exercise our equity purchase rights.

ROLL UP!
Acquire businesses and roll them
up.

Start Point
Expansion (Year 1)

Markets
This map illustrates Equity Portal's
expansion goals. After Florida, we
look to expand throughout the
United States. We believe we are
perfectly suited to begin in Florida
due to our many business
connections in the state and us
being South Florida natives.

EQUITY PORTAL INC
Consumer
Facing Tech
Portal

Bananafina LLC
Crowdfunding

Investing in small
businesses in noncyclical industries.

Financial
Services

Public Securities
Trading & A.I.
Tailored
Portfolios

Service
Industry
Portal

Private Equity
Investments

Growth
Consulting

Business
Loans

Public securities
investing platform
without any
transaction fees.

A portal for our
consumers to use our
companies and their
services.

Buying, growing,
rolling up, running
and selling
businesses.

Capital
deployment; growth
oriented.

Brex and SOFI like
small business loans
or charge cards TBD.

COMPANY LIFE-CYCLE

Y 0 to ≈ .5

Y ≈ .5

Y ≈ 1-3

Growth
Consulting

Private Equity
Investment

Crowdfunding
Campaign

Determine the
minimum and maximum
raise and other deal
terms.

Roll-Up

Campaign
Close, Track
Investments

Secondary
Market Opens

If the campaign is
successful, the money is
released from escrow and
given to the company.
Equity Portal will now
consult the business.

The holding period is over,
investors now have the ability to
sell securities on the secondary
market either to Equity Portal
(right of first refusal) or to other
investors.

After sourcing enough
companies, we can roll
them up to exit or
continue operating them
ourselves.

Investor Returns Sample Case
From dividend payouts and an equity sale

Investor Returns

EBIDTA: $3,000,000
Multiple: 3x
Valuation: $9,000,000
Yearly Growth Rate: 5%
Equity Offering: 15%
Equity Value: $1,350,000

- Exit

USD (Millions)

4
3

$3,558,167.58
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Private Equity Deal
Sample Case
Yearly Exit Value Potential

- Acquisition Price
- Resale Value

Equity Portal Returns

250

$153.15m
USD (Millions)

Averages:
Companies: 4
EBIDTA: $3,000,000
Valuation: $9,000,000
Exit Multiple: 4x
Yearly Growth Rate: 5%
Resale Multiple: 6-10x
Initial Value: $35,784,000
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